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18, 19, 20 Pok É mon REd & Blue Knowledge

This quarter, we take a look at a few birds, a seal and
piles of goop. That sounds fairly gross but there are some
average Pokémon among Farfetch’d, Doduo/Dodrio, Seel/
Dewgong and Grimer/Muk. Use them at your peril, however. None of these are going to make your Elite 4-bound
team shine.

21 Dance Dance Revolution spotlight

DDR Spotlight takes a holiday break and busts out the
wintry mix. Ever wanted to feel cold while you’re dancing?
Well, now’s your chance with Silent Hill: 3rd christmas
mix, Curus and White Lovers.
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The classic Cowboy Bebop makes its first appearance
in the Anime Lounge column. If you haven’t watched the
space western by now, immediately stop what you’re doing
and go watch it. We’ll wait until you’re finished so you can
thank us for hooking you on one of the greatest anime ever.
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24 Anime Lounge

1 — Broken. Absolutely do not play this game. A broken mess
from start to finish. Game is unplayable and irredeemable in all
areas.
2 — Substandard. The game isn’t for everyone. Some mechanics
work; others need work. Overall design is questionable in some
areas.
3 — Average and meets expectations. Mechanics work and
it’s a decent package overall. It’s playable, and you’ll come back to
the game.
4 — Above average. Exceeds expectations. Overall, a great game
worth keeping in a gamer’s library. Presentation and mechanics all
work as expected and add to or enhance the gaming experience.

BRANDON BEATTY
editor-at-large

5 — Masterpiece. Everyone should play this title at least once to
experience what it has to offer.
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CRY OF WAR

I

know better than to count
Nintendo out. I learned that
hard lesson when the original
Wii magically proved to be
the company’s saving grace in
2006. I was part of that movement
to resurrect the fallen god of Tokyo,
but once he returned, I began to
feel disillusionment set in again.
There are a myriad reasons why
I gave the Wii a cold shoulder after
the honeymoon was over. It was
something to do with a dearth of
good games, sub-par support of
classic titles, poor decision making in regard to the system and

Lyndsey Hicks

BEAT.TRIP.GAME

Don’t underestimate the
power of Nintendo
going forward and a general sense
of complacency coming from a
company that should have been
counting its blessings that it was
allowed to compete in the marketplace again.
But then something funny happened: The Wii U came along and
suddenly Nintendo didn’t look
quite as oblivious. Sure, there were
a few blunders along the way, but
this past E3 has reminded folks
that try as they might, Nintendo
still has a few tricks up its sleeves.
Several of the announced titles in
development created significant

buzz for the Wii U, which is exactly
what’s needed to fill in the sinkhole Nintendo is in right now.
If you’ve been in the game long
enough, you learn to appreciate the
few constants afforded through
longevity. Nintendo, somehow
some way, has managed to be one
of those constants. Let’s see if they
can capitalize on that experience.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief
of Gaming Insurrection. She can be
reached by email at
lyndseyh@gaminginsurrection.com

Capcom’s Rival Schools
soundtrack in class of its own

R

favorite stage in the game. The music is
really what makes this stage so fun. It’s a
nice, even house dance track that evokes
memories of ’90s dance-hall bass. It’s got
a thumping beat that makes fighting here
much more fun.

ival Schools has long been a favorite
of mine when it comes to fighting
games with depth. I don’t just play
anything and the fact that I can
stomach another Capcom fighting
game based on the Street Fighter mythos is a
testament to my level of patience. Partly the
reason why I can is because of the fighting
game system, and the other reason is the
soundtrack and surrounding atmosphere of
the game. Despite my dislike for Capcom,
the company teaches a master class in video
game soundtracks and this is one of the
products of that talent. Here are my favorites from the inaugural Project Justice.

2. Gorin High School Gym: The location
of many fights in Rival Schools, the Gorin
High Gym track is fun and fast paced. It’s got
a positive vibe to it as if you’re facing off in
front of a large crowd who appreciates your
moves and the frenzy of battle. Also, the
organ in the track is used to great effect. It
dominates but it never gets old.

1. Pacific High School Back Gate: Around
the time that I began playing Rival Schools,
it snowed in my hometown. I was in high
school and had to walk to school in the
mornings, and this particular morning it
looked like this stage. Couple that with an
awesome backing track, and you have my

3. Staff Roll: Hearing this guitar-driven
track takes me back to when I bought my
PlayStation One and a copy of the game. It
doesn’t help that the background photos
from the game are also nostalgic. It’s a great
track that evokes ideas about just what it
means to play Rival Schools and get into the
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game’s storyline.
4. Taiyo High School
Rooftop: I can easily get
into this track because it
seems like most of the battles fought here, no matter
the team ups, are epic. The
nature of the track suggests an epic battle
among the students and the faculty and it’s
extremely appropriate for the background. It,
too, is guitar-driven, but it works well here
with the other instruments.
5. Gedo High School Construction Site:
A spooky track, the Construction Site for
Gedo High inspires a dark look at the school
that’s known in the game for its delinquent
student population and gangs. Not too much
good is said about Gedo and if this track is
any indication, you can immediately guess
why. It’s done in a minor key entirely, which
doesn’t help matters, really, but does invoke

a moody atmosphere.
6. Justice High School Meeting Room: My
second favorite track in the game, the Justice Meeting Room is a rollicking romp that
you don’t get to hear often. It only shows
up after meeting certain conditions within
the course of playing through the Evolution
Disc’s 1P game, and there’s no sound test
mode for the disc that it’s on. So, you’re not
going to hear it often, but it’s a great track.
It’s fast and rocking, and it’s got a great tiein to the Justice High theme, as well.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of
Gaming Insurrection
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I never was a big fan of the Capcom fighting game juggernaut that is Street
Fighter; Mortal Kombat was more my thing. But that noble sentiment changed
with the advent of Rival Schools, a brawler from the same group. The mechanics
are basically the same, but there’s the fine sheen of teenagers fighting to “save
their schools.” That enticing balance of storyline and sturdy gameplay make the
series a classic and stand out among the throng of likewise competitors, sometimes from the same company.
This quarter, we’re delving into the intricacies of Rival Schools, the forgotten
piece of Project Justice that started what should still be a viable fighting game
franchise. While you learn about the unique faces that make up RS, take a gander
at our tournament — a single-elimination affair that boasts every character in
the main game facing off in two-man teams. I’m part of this melee and it might
just surprise you just how well a self-professed veteran does in a test of skills
against an aggressive Capcom A.I.
School’s in for one of the best fighters not named Street Fighter.
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The story so far

There are seven schools in Aoharu City, Japan, that are attended by hundreds of students. The schools
have specialties and are considered to be stepping stones to a different area in life for students.
One school, Justice High, is considered to be the elite out of all of the schools. It caters to the nation’s
future leaders. Its student body president, Hyo Imawano, is at the forefront of the push for Justice to succeed where others have failed: ensuring the school’s dominance and strength and eventually taking over
the nation.
Justice High aims to do this in several ways: placing students in positions of power throughout the
nation; brainwashing other students and faculty into doing its bidding; securing allies within the other
schools to create a network of power; and, sowing the seeds of discord among the other schools so that
Justice can step in to provide leadership at a crucial time.
As the plan is put into motion, the mother of Taiyo High student Batsu Ichimonji is kidnapped, various
schools other than Justice are attacked and Gedo High School student Daigo Kazama is abducted and
brainwashed. These three events are not initially seen as related until Batsu and fellow students Hinata
Wakabe and Kyosuke Kagami begin to investigate further.

feature
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The schools of Project Justice
Taiyo High School
The students at Taiyo High are known for their carefree attitudes.
The school’s name translates to “The High School that Loves
Freedom” and its motto is “A liberated school tradition that yields
carefree students.” The school is composed of a middle school
and a high school, and stresses individuality among the student
body.
Characters who attend or work there: Batsu Ichimonji,
Hinata Wakabe, Kyosuke Kagami, Hayato Nekketsu, Chairperson
(Iincyo; as of Rival Schools 2), Ran Hibiki (as of Project Justice)
Gedo High School
If there were a school for delinquents, it would be Gedo. The
school is known for its rough, all-male atmosphere and its
location in an industrial district near the Yamamoto River. The
school’s motto, “Gang morals and perseverance,” puts the focus
on groups working together to dominate through force. They are
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hot rivals of Gorin High/University.
Characters who attend there: Daigo Kazama, Akira Kazama,
Eiji “Edge” Yamada, Gan Isurugi
Gorin High School/University
The most athletic school in Aoharu City, Gorin’s motto is “A
healthy mind, a strong body, and Olympian training.” Students at
Gorin High and University usually excel at a particular sport and
put their hopes and aspirations toward a future in a major league.
They are hot rivals of Gedo High.
Characters who attend there: Shoma Sawamura, Natsu
Ayuhara, Roberto Miura, Nagare Namikawa (as of Rival Schools
2), Momo Karuizawa (as of Project Justice)
Pacific High School
Children of high-profile American officials make up the student

body of Pacific High School. The school’s motto is “Circulate elite
education through the world using culture and sports,” and to that
end, most of the student body is highly educated and athletically
inclined.
Characters who attend there: Boman Delgado, Roy Bromwell, Tiffany Lords

Other schools
Tamagawa Minami High School
Street Fighter crossover character Sakura Kasugano attends this
school. Karin Kanzuki, another character from the Street Fighter
Alpha series, also attends. Not much is known about the school
and Sakura does not appear in the sequel, Project Justice.

Justice High School
The main school at the center of the story, Justice High School
is home to the nation’s elite. Students here are expected to
meet high goals and excel in all areas of the nation’s backbone:
politics, government and finance. The school’s motto is “A sound
mind and body build excellent abilities.”

Seijyun Girls’ High School
This school is an all-girls school with dormitories. Located on
an island in the city, the school is strict with its living requirements and has a conservative motto: “Raise women who display
feminine virtues and the time-honored traditions of Japan within
themselves.” Akira Kazama, of Gedo High, later transferred to the
school in the sequel, Project Justice.

Characters who attend and work there: Hideo Shimazu,
Kyoko Minazuki, Hyo Imawano, Raizo Imawano, Kurow Kirishima
(proxy student as of Project Justice)

Characters who attend the school: Akira Kazama (as of
Project Justice), Aoi “Zaki” Himezaki and Yurika Kirishima
(Project Justice characters)

feature

How to play Rival Schools

Power Rankings

The mechanics of Rival Schools are simple:

Regular moves

Using a direction on the D-pad and a button, basic moves such as walking forward,
crouching, dashing and jumping can be performed.
* Rival launchers: Every character has a move (or two) that will super launch their
opponent in the air. After this move is performed, the offensive character may perform a
number of different actions: Burning Vigor Attacks, aerial rave or throw.
* Recovery: Any time a character comes into contact with the ground (except after
throws), they may recover by pressing a punch and kick together of the same strength.
*Throw: Characters can be thrown in the air or the ground. If a character is thrown on the
ground, there are four types of throws that can be done: Front, back, standing and crouching throws. Back throws do the most damage of the four.
*Throw Escape: Characters can escape throws if they perform the correct type of throw
at the same time to counterattack.
*Ditch and Spin: Characters can circle around each other. If one character is performing
an action, Ditch and Spin allows the other character to quickly circle behind their opponent
and perform a back move.
*Flying Dropkick: Characters can dash and do a flying dropkick with Hard Kick.
*Baseball Slide: Characters can dash and do a slide with Light Kick.

Special moves
These incorporate a motion on the D-pad plus a button or buttons. These combinations
do more damage and are trickier to pull off. They may or may not be unique to particular
characters. In some instances, some projectiles may be returned to the character that
performed them.
*Tardy Counter: Performed like Alpha Counters in the Street Fighter Alpha series, Tardy
Counters are achieved by blocking an attack and immediately performing an offensive
maneuver afterward. The pause and counter will shift momentum slightly back to the
character that performed the counter.
*Lightning Crush: If both characters perform similar strength moves simultaneously,
they will cancel each other out and give themselves three bars of super meter each.

Unique moves
*Burning Vigor Attacks: These unique moves are designed to do maximum
damage. They require super levels, which are stored from zero to nine levels at
the bottom of the screen. All offensive moves build super meter for the respective
character performing the movement. Levels are also increased by performing a
Lightning Crush and some Team Up Techniques. Burning Vigors require one bar
of super meter to perform and there must be at least one bar in reserve. There are
some unblockable Burning Vigors in the game.
*Team Up Techniques: Characters on a team will perform a special joint attack.
The attack is determined by the reserve character and is unique to that character.
Team Up Techniques use two bars of super meter and cannot be done unless there
are at least two bars of super meter in reserve.

feature

Top-tier

Hideo, Roberto
Both characters are highly punishing and can inflict a lot of damage off of
missed moves from an opponent. Hideo, in particular, can punish with the
Shimazu-ryuu Jicchoku Ken, a three-hit, 69 point Burning Vigor Attack that
easily eats three-quarters of a health bar. Though Hideo lacks an air Burning
Vigor Attack, it does not keep him down, however. He still has the ability to
combo into all of his Burning Vigor Attacks, which makes him a prime top-tier
candidate with the ability to stop most characters quickly and efficiently.
Roberto is a master at spacing and rush down. With the Bakuretsu V Goal
Burning Vigor Attack and the Sliding Kick set of moves, Roberto can keep you
guessing on the ground and do a lot of damage without you realizing it.

Mid-TopTier

Kyosuke, Hyo, Roy, Hayato, Akira (helmet), Sakura
All of the characters in this tier do a lot of damage in a straightforward manner.
With the exception of Roy, Hyo and Hayato, all of the characters have a fireball
that can keep opponents pinned down and at bay. Hyo is special in that his
Burning Vigor Attacks can be surprising. Kyosuke and Roy are solid characters
that take a little getting used to, but once mastered are formidable game-changers with unlimited combo potential. Hayato has the ability to inflict damage
with unconventional combos and Burning Vigor Attacks. Also, the range of
most of his moves is equally surprising. Akira (helmet) is a strange character.
However, with the timing down for her combos from the Haten no Kamae
stance, Akira is like poetry in motion that can kill quickly with punishing and
non-telegraphed moves. Sakura is a good character to begin playing with if
you have previous Street Fighter experience. She plays much like her Versus
series counterpart and has a solid game.

Mid-Tier
Low-MidTier
Low-Tier

Hinata, Shoma, Natsu, akira (no helmet), Kyoko
Everyone on the mid-tier list is special because they don’t excel in all areas.
They usually excel in one aspect of the Rival Schools program and when they
do well, it can often mean the difference between winning and defeat. Hinata
is good at up-close combat. If you’re near Hinata, more than likely she’s going
to poke you and keep the offense up. Get away from her and she’s got poor
range for most of her moves. Shoma is the same as Hinata, except he has one
move — Chou Gousoku Kyuu — and one Burning Vigor — Bunshin Makyuu
— that can close space and take advantage of opponents’ slower moves.
Shoma’s partner, Natsu, is a space master as well. She excels at long-range
offense and keeping opponents away from the attack radius where they might
do serious damage to her. Akira (no helmet) isn’t that much different than her
helmeted counterpart with the exception of her Team Up Technique. Kyoko
is a middle-tier character only because she doesn’t have a fireball-type move
and she requires up-close combat to be effective. Otherwise, with her move
selection — including an unblockable Burning Vigor Attack — she could be a
powerhouse.
Batsu, Tiffany, Boman, Edge
The low-mid-tier consists of some fan favorites, though there are obvious
reasons why they are ranked here. Batsu, despite being the main character,
isn’t exactly the best character. Sure, he has some promise and can do a lot
of damage when required to, but his moveset isn’t exactly inspiring and is
slow next to some of the other, faster characters. Tiffany should be better than
she is. Most of her moves are telegraphed easily and that makes for punishment with virtually all of her opponents. Boman, much like Tiffany, has quite
a few telegraphed moves in his repertoire. He should be played much like
his distant relative in Balrog (American boxer), but sometimes it’s just a little
too easy to see where Boman is going if he isn’t using his feints. Edge isn’t
an exciting character and some of his moves leave him with his back turned
toward his opponent. The most exciting thing about Edge is the surprise of his
Chi Matsuri, which can catch opponents off guard. Of course, if they’re paying
attention, it will leave Edge wide open to retaliation.
Gan, Daigo
The low-tier consists of the two worst characters in the game: Gan and Daigo.
They aren’t good characters by any stretch of the imagination and can’t really
compete with many of the other characters in terms of offense or defense.
Gan is slow and telegraphs his entire moveset. The only reason to play Gan is
because of his unblockable Burning Vigor Attack — Funka Zan, which can and
will do a lot of damage. Playing Gan requires an exercise in skill and understanding of the fundamentals of Rival Schools. Only experts need try. Daigo,
much like Gan, telegraphs everything that he has to offer a potential suitor.
The major advantage in playing Daigo is, also like Gan, he does quite a bit
of damage once he is near his opponent. Mostly, however, your opponent is
going to dodge both characters easily and retaliate easily with Tardy Counters
into combos or damaging Burning Vigors.
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Today’s lesson: Tutorial mode
In Lesson Mode, the name of the game is
learning the basics of Rival Schools. There are
six lessons and five sub-exercises for each
lesson, for a total of 30 individual exercises.
Each main lesson covers a different aspect of
gameplay and some are easier than others.
Here, we’re going through each lesson to give
you a breakdown of what you should expect
and how to do well enough to earn a coveted
S rating.

You are graded in three areas:
Energy: Never stop moving because standing
still lowers your score.
Agility: The speed of your movements and
how fast you complete Hayato’s orders.
Accuracy: The game looks at how many keystrokes it took for you to complete the order.
Keep in mind that in the English version of
the game, earning 100 percent mastery grants
you nothing but the satisfaction of mastering
the game. In the Japanese version, earning
100 percent mastery unlocks the Edit mode,
where you can create your own character.

Lesson 1

Lesson 1-1: Basic Movement
You will learn the beginning movement:
forward and backward.
Lesson 1-2: Jumps
Learn the difference between crouching and
jumping.
Lesson 1-3: Punches
Throw different punches: Light and Heavy.
Lesson 1-4: Kicks
Throw different kicks: Light and Heavy.
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Lesson 1-5: Basic Summary
All of the basic movement assessments rolled
into one exam.

Lesson 2

Lesson 2-1: Stepping
Forward step and backward step.
Lesson 2-2: Ditching
Perform ditching in and out of the screen. To
perform a ditch, press Light and Heavy kick
at the same time to ditch into the screen. Tap
down and Light and Heavy kick at the same
time to ditch out of the screen.
Lesson 2-3: Jumping summary
Practice crouching, regular jumps and super
jumps.
Lesson 2-4: Throwing
Practice throws while standing and crouching.
Lesson 2-5: Unique moves summary
A summary of the exercises from Lesson 2.

Lesson 3

Lesson 3-1: Safe fall
Recover from getting hit with a Safe Fall. Safe
Falls are performed as your character is about
to hit the ground by pressing either Light
Punch and Light Kick or Heavy Punch and
Heavy Kick at the same time.
Lesson 3-2: Getting up
After being knocked down, roll forward or
backward.
Lesson 3-3: Team Technique
Perform your Team Up Technique against
Hayato. To perform your Team Up Technique,

you must have at least two levels of Burning
Vigor meter and tap Light Punch and Light
Kick or Heavy Punch and Heavy Kick at
the same time. The technique performed is
dependent upon your chosen partner and
comes in three varieties: Guts Up (more
Burning Vigor meter), Life Up (health returned
to the main character in battle) and attacks
(the opponent is just attacked). Guts Up and
Life Up still do damage to the opponent when
activated and successfully connected.
Lesson 3-4: Textbook combos
Perform a three- to five-hit combo.
Lesson 3-5: Basic Skills summary
All skills learned in Lesson 3 will be tested.

Lesson 4

Lesson 4-1: Rival Launcher
Use the basic attack that launches your opponent into the air to perform combos. Rival
Launchers are the same as launchers found in
the Marvel vs. Capcom series. All characters
have at least one Rival Launcher, activated
by either pressing Down+Forward+Punch or
Kick, though some characters have two.
Lesson 4-2: Get up attack
Attack your opponent while rolling.
Lesson 4-3: Tardy Counter
Tardy Counter attacks from your opponent.
Tardy Counters are essential to understanding
Rival Schools and mastering play at the very
least on the intermediate level. Tardy Counters
are basically Alpha Counters from the Street
Fighter Alpha series. To perform a Tardy
Counter, block any attack except a throw, then
immediately initiate an attack of your own.

Lesson 4-4: Burning Vigor Attacks
Perform a Burning Vigor Attack against your
opponent. Burning Vigor Attacks vary from
character to character as do the motion input
for each one. Burning Vigor Attacks consume
one level of meter and are analogous to super
moves found in many fighting games. A helpful tip before starting this lesson is to change
the button configuration so that L1, L2, R1
and R2 are dedicated to Burning Vigors.
Lesson 4-5: Expert Skill Summary
All skills and exercises from Lesson 4 are
tested.

Lesson 5

Lesson 5-1: Ditch ‘N Spin
Ditch ‘N Spin means getting around an attack
to get behind your opponent so that you can
counterattack. Perform the Ditch by pressing
Down and both kick buttons (or a whatever
button you may have set it to in the key configuration screen). This will put you behind
your opponent, opening up heavily damaging
back attacks such as back throws.
Lesson 5-2: Throw Escapes
Performing throws are essential to mastering
the game, but getting out of a throw is just
as important. Throw escapes are performed
the same way a throw is done: Press both
punches. If you time it correctly — just as
your opponent performs a throw — the
screen will flash white for a brief second and
you will escape the throw. The throw escape
command must match your opponent’s
throw command in order to be
successful.
Lesson 5-3: Lightning Crush

Lightning Crushes mean you and your opponent canceled each other’s moves. Attacks
must connect at the same time and be of
equal strength. When they cancel each other
out, a strike of lightning will appear onscreen
and you and your opponent will receive three
super meter bars each.
Lesson 5-4: Burning Vigor Attack Counter
Hayato will perform a standing kick. Your task
is to Tardy Counter and perform a Burning Vigor Attack. Again, the easiest way to
succeed and earn the coveted S rating is to
assign Burning Vigor Attacks to the shoulder
buttons.
Lesson 5-5: The Road to Victory
This encompasses all techniques from Lesson
5.

Lesson 6

Lesson 6-1: Movement Summary
All techniques from lessons 1 and 2 are
tested.
Lesson 6-2: Unique Moves Summary
All techniques from lessons 3 and 4 are
tested.
Lesson 6-3: Major Skills Summary
All techniques from lesson 5 are tested.
Lesson 6-4: Total Summary
All techniques from lessons 1-5 are tested.
Lesson 6-5: Hayato’s Challenge
Hit Hayato 30 times as quickly as you can to
complete the test.

feature

TOURNAMENT RULES

*Infinite time limit
*Four-star difficulty
*Two-person
teams in single
elimination

TOURNAMENT ANALYSIS — ROUND 1
Roy/Hayato vs. Hinata/Raizo
Sakura/Akira vs. Edge/Tiffany
The first round was interesting, mostly because of the matchups. I didn’t do
well with getting moves to work, but playing against the CPU on a higher
level means a lot more strategy involved instead of spamming moves to see
what works. The CPU demonstrates this as well during its matches against
itself, also.
Biggest surprise: Hayato nearly losing the match against Raizo. Hayato is
a much better character than Raizo, moves-wise. He’s not a top-tier character
by any means but he shouldn’t have come so close to losing after Raizo threw
him and could have followed up with a well-placed kick to seal the victory.
My progress: I won my matches handily, though my moves weren’t working because of controller issues. I never switched to my partner in the match,
though both characters that I chose (Sakura and Akira with helmet) have
similar Team Up Techniques.

feature
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TOURNAMENT ANALYSIS — ROUND 2
Roy/Hayato vs. Batsu/akira
Boman/Roberto vs. Gan/Kyoko
Sakura/Akira vs. Natsu/Hideo
Kyosuke/Shoma vs. Daigo/Hyo
The second round featured the most matches of all. The team ups are interesting combinations of
characters that I never would dream of putting together, but drawn randomly, mean good matches.
The CPU took this round as a demonstration of what happens when it’s given maximum super meter that never decreases. Burning Vigor Attacks were common and Team Up Techniques were freeflowing, which helped seal the deal for more than one team. The most important thing to take from
this set of matches is the fact that there is a hierarchy when it comes to game mechanics, similar to
rock-paper-scissors. Moves can be interrupted by other moves or special moves, special moves can
be interrupted or stopped by Burning Vigor Attacks and Burning Vigor Attacks can be interrupted or
stopped by Team Up Techniques. Team Up Techniques, in turn, can be interrupted by other Team Up
Techniques or throws. This depends on the order in which they were started. The first Team Up Technique will be stopped by a later Team Up from the opposing character.
Biggest surprise: The emergence of the poke game. Most characters used in this round aren’t near
the top of the list of characters with the exception of Roy, Roberto, Hyo and Kyosuke. But what was
surprising was the sheer amount of damage inflicted through short strikes that were designed to keep
opponents guessing in range and location, high or low.
My progress: I took a lot of punishment the first two rounds because of Natsu’s ability to call her
Team Up Technique whenever she wanted to. That particular team up involving Hideo is quick and effective, meaning a lot of damage quickly. But because of smart spacing and slowing the match down
to my own pace, I managed to stop Natsu’s roll in the second round and even things up. I won the
third round through a hard-fought battle of well-placed fireballs against Hideo.
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TOURNAMENT ANALYSIS — ROUND 3
Batsu/akira vs. Bowman/Roberto
Sakura/Akira vs. Kyosuke/Shoma
There is only one more round after this, so things are becoming serious quickly.
The flow of matches has taken on an urgency and the best teams have been
whittled down to four. Within the final four, there are two top-tier characters and
there are several mid-tier characters. This means the quality of play is much
higher because the CPU utilizes the strength of the top- and mid-tier characters
a lot more than the low-tier. Tighter gameplay was on display as well as less
spamming of moves that led to nothing being accomplished or gained by whoever performed them.
Biggest surprise: The fact that most characters were using their Burning Vigors more prominently. There’s something to be said for knowing how and when
to use a super move, and the CPU stepped its game up quickly. Because of the
push to use super moves more, the CPU wasn’t playing around when it came to
comboing into a Burning Vigor to take advantage of adding more damage to its
combos.
My progress: I made it through the third round barely. I eked out a victory
against Kyosuke in the first round of my match, which I really didn’t think I’d win.
I fared better against Shoma but not by much. I could combo into things a lot
better and more moves were working for me, which helped greatly. With the win,
though, I advanced to the finals.

feature
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TOURNAMENT ANALYSIS — FINALS
Bowman/Roberto vs.
Sakura/Akira
The finals featured a great mix of high-level toptier characters and gameplay. All of the previous
concepts and ideas about quality of play and
matchups came to a head in the finals. Where
as you might have seen some sloppy play in the
previous rounds, you’re not going to see it in
the finals because Roberto and Bowman generally aren’t sloppy characters in the first place.
When it came to the finals and their team-up
finally starting to work, they became a force with
which to be reckoned. They were the better team
in terms of tier list and abilities, but Sakura/
Akira prevailed because of a simple concept:
Timing.
Biggest surprise: The fact that Roberto lost
his portion of the fight so quickly. As we’ve
stated previously, Roberto is tier by himself, and
it shows in his selection of moves and his ability to shut down other characters in the air and
on the ground. His Burning Vigor Attacks do a
lot of damage, and he was nearly able to come
back by utilizing one near the end of the second
round. However, he also took a lot of damage
quickly as well, which made a comeback impossible.
My progress: I prevailed in the tournament
because I was finally able to connect with
moves and make things work well. Well-placed
moves and finally landing attacks at the right
time helped tremendously and meant the difference between winning the tournament overall
and coming in second place. The key takeaway
from this round is the importance of blocking
and timing moves correctly. Without those two
concepts, I would not have won.
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13 tech geeks
N64 USB controller
If you deal with emulators at all, you know that you need the proper controller
before you even get started. GI found that solution for the Nintendo 64 control
situation in Cirka’s USB pad.
The controller connects via USB and is perfect for emulating the feel of the original controller. Setup was quick and easy, and it quickly became a necessary tool
because of the need to emulate the unique controller for the system. Our Logitech
USB controller serves its purpose but it emulates a SNES, NES and PlayStation
scheme much better.
In our tests, we found the buttons are stiff but it’s better than having loose buttons
that don’t register presses consistently. The feel of the original controller is emulated perfectly. Gripping the controller in the two different ways that N64 controllers are held was practically nostalgic in our tests with the Project 64 emulator.
Also, the emulator recognized the controller quickly and effortlessly, and we were
up and running games of Pokémon Puzzle League and Mario Kart 64 quickly.
Where to buy: Amazon.com, retro game retailers
Cost: $17 to $25

Sony MDR-ZX100 stereo headphones
When you’re in the market for decent headphones and you don’t want to spend a pretty penny on Beats, take into consideration the Sony MDR-ZX100 line of headphones.
These headphones get the job done and have excellent ear coverage. The cups fit well
over average-sized ears and the cord is long enough that it doesn’t get in the way.
Though, we’ve found that if your tower is low on the ground and you’re sitting next to
it, you’re probably going to need an extender.
The noise cancellation is extremely good and the sound quality is excellent. In our
repeated tests, we found that noise levels were on par within the normal acceptable
hearing range. We didn’t have to turn up the volume excessively to be able to hear
music at an acceptable range. The production quality was excellent in that it was clear
and crisp, and music was played back with great reception because of an excellent
surround sound stereo component. Add in the more than affordable price, and you
have a good alternative to the overpriced competition.
Where to buy: BestBuy.com, Amazon.com, Sony.com
Cost: $15
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The original game-changer
from Capcom is reviewed,
PAGE 15
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Midway Arcade Treasures 2

The now-defunct developer managed to gather some classics in a not-so-nostalgic package. PAGE 16
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DEVIL MAY CRY

Capcom’s instant action platforming classic
By Brandon Beatty
Gaming Insurrection

In previous installments of Otaku
Corner, I reviewed manga based on
Capcom’s Devil May Cry. Ever since
DMC’s arrival in 2001, it has grown
from a critically acclaimed series
to written and visual adaptations
in comics, written novels and other various merchandise. Originally
set in the Resident Evil universe,
because of technology restraints
and an expanding reverse storyline
from Resident Evil, the series was
ported to the PlayStation 2. Having
enjoyed experiencing the manga’s
action, I wondered if I would feel
the same when I played the first
DMC game? I was about to find out.
Devil May Cry has elements that
are similar to Resident Evil; the
only difference is that you will be
dealing with supernatural enemies
instead of those who were created by unethical scientific experiments. You assume the role of
Dante, a demon hunter/investigator who uses his skills to exercise
demons for profit and to avenge
the loss of his family from said
creatures. One night while working, Dante is hired by a mysterious
woman named Trish, who after a
brief but amazing test of Dante’s
skill, hires him to go to an abandoned castle where Mundus, the
demon who is responsible for the
death of Dante’s family, is planning a return from hell. Unknown
to our badass hero, he has taken
on a a job that starts out as an op-

portunity for vengeance, but soon
will unlock an ancient birthright
and his true destiny as mankind’s
newest protector against demonic forces.
Gameplay in DMC is
a complete 180 from
Resident Evil as the
battle style is more
melee combat that
running and hiding
from zombies. I found
the controls pretty easy
to use, thanks to the analog
sticks that allow plenty of free
movement to jump and take full

advantage of Dante’s sweet combat
moves. You will love it when Dante
gets to business immediately with
use of his twin handguns
that can infict damage rapid-fire style
and his awsomely
designed sword
Alastor that can be
upgraded to unlock
new attacks. He
also has a BIG trump
card to really make the
demons howl with the use
of “Devil Triggers” (think Goku or
Vegeta going Super Saiyan with an

SCORE:
5 OUT
OF 5

arsenal of weapons and being in
god mode).
The graphics are beautiful as
Capcom developed a great game
engine and made great use of the
PS2’s technological capabilities to
bring out the action without using the god-awful camera angles
found in Resident Evil. I personally
liked how each cutscene brought
DMC’s storyline together without any over-the-top drama. The
enemy variety is good, too, ranging
from demon marionettes to giant
owls and other demonic creatures.
I enjoyed the voice acting because

it was not forced, flowing in sync
with the game’s plot. I am proud to
say that I would definitely replay
this game when I’m feeling like I
want to rip some demons apart.
Devil May Cry is a standout
original game that is worthy of
its praise from gaming critics the
world over. I find this another testimony to the fact that Capcom can
do themselves and their customers justice by being true to their
craft. I was pleased with my first
DMC gaming experience and await
more in future installments of this
series.

MIDWAY ARCADE TREASURES 2

Forgettable treasure trove
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

We’re going to use the term treasure trove loosely when I refer to
Midway Arcade Treasures 2. Sure,
there are some diamonds in the
mine that was once Midway and
its arcade hits. But sometimes, as
demonstrated ably in this package,
Midway dug just a little too deep
to find things that I wouldn’t trade
for a seashell and
some glass
beads.
Midway
Arcade
Treasures 2
follows
in the
vein of the
previous
title, mining for hits out
of the veritable Taj Mahal that is
Midway’s catalog of arcade favorites. The second go-round immediately catches the eye — and wallet
— for versions of Mortal Kombat
II and Mortal Kombat 3, arguably
the centerpiece in the entire show.
Following up those pieces are lesser
hits such as Primal Rage, APB and
Rampage World Tour. The entire
compilation is made up of 20 titles,
which is a bargain for the amount
of games you’re getting. Whether
you want to play all 20 titles or not
is the question and it’s easily answered quickly: No.

SCORE:
2.5 OUT
OF 5
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A few of the titles included immediately dredge up horrible memories. These drecks of modern gaming society have been resurrected,
and I’m not exactly sure for whose
benefit. Hard Drivin’, mentioned
and dissected in GI’s horrible games
podcast of yesteryear, is the worst
offender of the bunch. I have no
earthly idea who thought this was
an arcade classic and why it needed
to be thrust upon the masses again.
It was a horrible game to begin with
and deserves no further discussion
or inclusion to reanimate it from
the depths of hell where it belongs
(Editor’s Note: Fun factoid —
Hard Drivin’ provided the basis
for GI’s Torture of the Quarter
column). N.A.R.C. also warrants a
mention as a title to avoid, as well
as Primal Rage. Let’s face it, Primal
Rage was touted as competition for
the likes of Mortal Kombat, Street
Fighter and Killer Instinct back in
the day, but no one with any sense
ever took it seriously. The game
doesn’t inspire any new feelings of
doing so after 20 years.
With the inclusion of hideous
titles, there will be some control
issues. The good news is that most
titles play like they did when first
released. The bad news is that some
“improvements” have done just the
opposite of their intention. Let’s
take, for example, Mortal Kombat
II. Because of “new-and-improved”
control mapping, it is impossible
to fight hidden character Smoke in
all versions except the PC version,

and it takes a patch to fix that. That
drags the overall experience down
considerably. Continuing with the
Mortal Kombat example, Mortal
Kombat 3 runs just like the arcade.
Except, the arcade version of MK
3 was terrible, with a lot of bugs
and glitches that necessitated the
much-better Ultimate MK3. It’s a
mixed bag: On the one hand you’re
getting improved controls and modern advancements, but on the other
hand, these changes aren’t exactly
welcome.
What is welcome, however, is the
inclusion of the behind-the-scenes
material. Documentaries and
making-of materials are included
as bonus features for a few games,
most notably Mortal Kombat II and
Mortal Kombat 3. If you were an MK
fanatic, these are interesting looks
at the franchise at the height of its
initial popularity. If you’re wondering what the hype was about, it’s a
great look at the origin of the series
and where ideas and mythology
were created. The bonus materials
for all games included are worth
buying if you’re into the arcade
scene and its history.
Whether you deem this collection
worth your time depends on how
dedicated you are to the preservation of the U.S. arcade scene. If
you’re a purist and you care about
obscure games such as Wizard of
Wor and Xybots, by all means go
out and search for the treasure.
Otherwise, let this booby-trapped
box stay hidden.

retrograde

Where are
they now?

Missing
Have you
seen this
mascot?
Call
555-Missing

The whereabouts today of ’90s favorite mascots
Generic mascots
Bran!
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

There used to be a time when there were
more mascots floating around besides
Mario. Numerous franchises were in play
and they all had their own representative. Not
all of them were successful and judging by
the landscape of today’s gaming industry,
there wasn’t room but for one at the top of
the mountain. We explore where some of the
most famous gaming mascots are and what
they’re doing right now.
retro game corner

Character: Mario
Who he represents?: Nintendo
First release: 1982 — Donkey Kong
Last release: 2014 — Mario Kart 8
Mario isn’t going anywhere
anytime soon. He’s got numerous spinoffs that would stave off
extinction if Nintendo were to ever
fold as a first-party developer, and
he’s got staying power and name
recognition as the virtual face of
gaming. Mario is king and Nintendo knows this; that’s why there’s
a new release in the main franchise every year practically and his
spinoffs have a release every other
year.

Character: Link
Who he represents?: Nintendo
First release: 1986 — The Legend of Zelda
Last release: 2014 — Hyrule
Warriors

The Legend of Zelda, much like
Mario, isn’t going anywhere any
time soon. Adventures surrounding Link and the titular princess
of Hyrule, Zelda, are day one purchases and remain highly anticipated 29 years after the series’
first release. Zelda has branched
into spinoffs as well, but usually,
the story sticks to the established
series timeline.

See MASCOTS, PAGE 22
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER
Pokémon on tap
this quarter:
No. 83: Farfetch’d
No. 84: Doduo
No. 85: Dodrio
No. 86: Seel
No. 87: Dewgong
No. 88: Grimer
No. 89: Muk

Evolves at Level 31

Special thanks to
Bulbapedia for
Pokémon artwork

No. 83 —Farfetch’d

LEVEL

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Peck (until you earn HM 02
— Fly)
Fury Attack
Slash
Delete
Swords Dance
Sand-Attack
Leer
Agility
Teach
HM 02 — Fly

START
START
7
15
23
31
39

ATTACK
Peck
Sand-Attack
Leer
Fury Attack
Swords
Dance
Agility
Slash

No. 84 —Doduo

TYPE
Flying
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Psychic
Normal

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Farfetch’d is a one-off unique Pokémon. It’s classified as a Flying Pokémon but it doesn’t learn
more than one Flying-type move in its natural moveset. That’s kind of a problem if you’re looking to
depend on it to be the flight expert on your team.
However, the upside of the bird is that it can learn
the Flying-type moves that you need and, thus, it
makes itself kind of useful. Beyond the obvious
Peck, it doesn’t learn anything else particularly
special on its own and that’s a letdown.

LEVEL
START
20
24
30
36
40
44

No. 85 —Dodrio

ATTACK
Peck
Growl
Fury Attack
Drill Peck
Rage
Tri-Attack
Agility

TYPE
Flying
Normal
Normal
Flying
Normal
Normal
Psychic

EDITOR’S NOTES
The dual-headed and triple-headed bird chain of
Doduo and Dodrio are an interesting pair. They learn
Flying-type moves but they’re not much of the Flying
type. They’re comparable to real-life ostriches, which
cannot fly like most other birds. This analogy is used
to say that it severely limits the usefulness and ef-

WHAT TO KEEP AND DELETE
Keep
Peck (until you teach HM 02 — Fly)
Fury Attack
Drill Peck
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LEVEL
START
START
START
START
39
45
51

ATTACK
Peck
Growl
Fury Attack
Drill Peck
Rage
Tri-Attack
Agility

TYPE
Flying
Normal
Normal
Flying
Normal
Normal
Psychic

fectiveness of the chain as a potential spot holder in
the avian category. Because it doesn’t fly, most of the
more powerful moves, like Sky Attack, are not in its
range. It does learn one more Flying-type move than
Farfetch’d does, but that still doesn’t make it worth
sacrificing a spot on your team and the time and the
effort it would take to make it a viable teammate for
the Elite 4 challengers.
Rage
Delete
Growl
Agility
Tri-Attack

retro game corner
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Evolves at Level 34

No. 86 —Seel

LEVEL
START
30
35
40
45
50

WHAT TO KEEP AND DELETE
Keep
Aurora Beam
Rest
Take Down
Ice Beam
Delete
Headbutt
Growl

retro game corner

ATTACK
Headbutt
Growl
Aurora
Beam
Rest
Take Down
Ice Beam

No. 87 —Dewgong

TYPE
Normal
Normal
Ice
Psychic
Normal
Ice

EDITOR’S NOTES:
The Seel/Dewgong chain is interesting. It’s
one of the few Water- and Ice-type evolutionary chains found in Generation I. Seel
is considered a purely Water-type while
Dewgong is classified as an Ice type. This
makes for an interesting moveset, which
includes rare moves such as Aurora Beam
and Ice Beam and common moves such as

LEVEL
START
START
35
44
50
56

ATTACK
Headbutt
Growl
Aurora
Beam
Rest
Take Down
Ice Beam

TYPE
Normal
Normal
Ice
Psychic
Normal
Ice

Growl and Headbutt. The chain can come in
handy in your travels, and it can be useful
against some of the Elite 4, namely Bruno
and his Rock Pokémon and Lance and
his Dragons. However, because the chain
is weak to Ground types, it’s not recommended to use against Bruno; we’d just use
a Water powerhouse to take him out. Seel/
Dewgong remains an interesting proposition if you want a challenge in breeding.
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Evolves at Level 38

No. 89 — Muk

No. 88 —Grimer

LEVEL
START
START
30
33
37
42
48
55

WHAT TO KEEP AND DELETE
Keep
Pound
Poison Gas
Sludge
Acid Armor
Delete
Minimize
Harden
Screech

ATTACK
Pound
Disable
Poison Gas
Minimize
Sludge
Harden
Screech
Acid Armor

TYPE
Normal
Normal
Poison
Normal
Poison
Normal
Normal
Poison

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Another interesting evolutionary chain, Grimer and
Muk represent pure Poison types in Generation I.
There aren’t many floating around, and the chain
fits the bill of poisoning your enemies slowly. Both
Pokémon specialize in the status effect-wreaking
Poison moves, and they are quite effective in battle.
With enough strength and status effects afflicted,
your foes will have at least two fronts in battle to
contend with and constant poisoning is not easy to
get rid of.

LEVEL
START
START
START
START
START
45
53
60

ATTACK
Pound
Disable
Poison Gas
Minimize
Sludge
Harden
Screech
Acid Armor

TYPE
Normal
Normal
Poison
Normal
Poison
Normal
Normal
Poison

As for the chain’s Elite 4 viability, we recommend
leaving it at home. The duo isn’t necessarily terrific
against much other than Bug and Grass types, and
no one within the champion league really utilizes
either of those two combinations. You’d have to
win a war of attrition against most of the Four and
that’s not a battle that you want to struggle with
from the outset. Overall, however, their ability to
inflict status conditions with their basic moveset
makes them an excellent tool in the capturing of
Pokémon, which can be useful when you’re ready
to go down that road.

Moves to teach
TM 06 — Toxic
20
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By Lyndsey Hicks

Don’t forget to
download our DDR
glossary of terms!

Artist: D-crew
Difficulty: 2/4/7
BPM: 184-188

Artist: Thomas Howard
Difficulty: 7 (Challenge only)
BPM: 125

Artist: Sana Shintani
Difficulty: 2/4/7
BPM: 125

Curus is a tricky song to nail perfectly on the
Heavy difficulty. It’s fast enough that you don’t
necessarily need a Speed Mod, but it’s slow
enough that using one makes sense. Throw in
mini-runs and there’s the chance that you will
miss a few arrows. Combined with the runs are
freeze arrow step patterns that aren’t easy to
crossover.
What separates Curus from the pack is the
fact that it’s a fun song to play. It moves at a
decent clip and never gets too challenging that
it becomes too hard to play. It’s a moderately
paced song that will teach about stamina and
memorization of arrow patterns. If you can hold
on during the mini-runs and make it to the
breakdown section of the song, you can rebuild
your stamina well enough to make it through to
the end. This is especially true if you decide to
speed it up to spread out the arrows.

There isn’t much to the Challenge steps of Silent
Hill. It’s a cute song about Christmas Day in Japan,
which is much different for those who practice a
non-Christian religion like Buddhism or Shinto.
Christmas Day is more of a day for couples, much
like Valentine’s Day. Thus, this song leans toward
that time of year.
What you’re looking for is the fact that Silent Hill
matches the beat perfectly. The steps mirror the
back synth beat in the beginning and there are
double taps around the pad to match the beat. There
are also freeze steps galore, so mastering freeze
step holds while tapping another arrow is a must if
you’re going to do well.
The song has a few runs but nothing particularly
difficult. It’s recommended to use a Speed Mod
because it’s a slow song that will have dense arrow
clusters in the few runs. Boosting the speed will
help with sight reading and pacing.

White Lovers’ Heavy steps aren’t challenging in the
least. In fact, the song is extremely easy in terms of
what’s thrown at you. If you can deal with uncomplicated step patterns, small runs that don’t break
out into larger runs and slow speed that can easily
accommodate up to x2 its normal speed, White
Lovers is a great pick for you.
It’s a fairly interesting song, with room to breathe
throughout and no real stamina-killer sections to
worry about. It’s straightforward, with a few freeze
steps thrown in for good measure. Take advantage
of its lack of difficulty and relatively slow pace, and
play it as a cooldown.

Suggested Speed Mod: x1.5

Suggested Speed Mod: x2

Suggested Speed Mod: x2

UPCOMING SONGS
Exotic Ethnic
Romance no Kamisama
Nori Nori Nori
Theme from Enter the Dragon
Matsuri Japan (J-Summer Mix)
retro game corner
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There are a few game companies that I can’t stand

I

have absolutely no qualms about
telling readers that there are some
truly horrible developers in the
video game industry. The sheer
number of failed studios indicates that
somewhere in the void of game design,
someone didn’t know what they were
doing. Either on the financial side of
things or actually building franchises,
there are some companies that folded
because they needed to get out of Dodge
and never show its face again. There
are a few companies, though, that
stand out as the worst.
1. Acclaim: Mismanagement and
butchering games became a staple of
Acclaim. Don’t let the successes of SNES
Mortal Kombat II and NBA Jam fool
you; there were a staggering amount of
terrible ideas that came from Acclaim
in attempt to throw things at the wall
to see what would stick. Acclaim’s
problem was that it took on everything.
There are some games that need not
be developed, and Acclaim didn’t know
how to say no.

to myself again when that purchase
remained exactly what I thought it
would be in the beginning: Nothing
remotely fruitful.

with Lyndsey
Hicks
2. Rare: For every game that Rare
put out in the retro era, I usually
just chuckled and shook my head at
the notion that Rare was anything
special. They really aren’t, and I’m
glad people now understand this.
Rare is the company that brought
you the ridiculously hard Battletoads,
the highly overrated Donkey Kong
Country and its sequels, Mortal Kombat
knockoff Killer Instinct, the overrated
Perfect Dark and Goldeneye 007. I really
can’t say that I have ever gotten excited
about the hype. I raised an eyebrow
when Microsoft breathlessly bought the
studio from Nintendo, and I chuckled

3. Midway: I love Mortal Kombat: The
Early Years. Anything after MK3 is a
waste of time until the reboot. And who
do I blame for this? Midway, because
the company should have had a plan
in place for the inevitable fall of all
things Mortal Kombat. If it weren’t
for the ineptitude of the brain trust of
Midway, Mortal Kombat would have
had a stable of games to support it, and
the series wouldn’t have been run into
the ground. Sorry, The Grid just wasn’t
going to cut it, quite honestly.
4. Capcom: The company that I can’t
stand that manages to invoke my rage
quickly is Capcom. I didn’t grow up
playing Street Fighter; I played Mortal
Kombat. I hate Mega Man, blasphemy I
know. Resident Evil was unnecessarily
hard and scary, and I don’t deal
well with horror. And the Versus

series makes me want to rage punch
everything ever, so that’s pretty much
out, too. Yep, just about everything
Capcom makes I refuse to play. The
company has managed to screw over
one of its loyal designers/executives
for basically no reason, and they don’t
know how to count up a number in a
series — which they seem to get away
with A LOT. Capcom, as a matter of fact,
should be much higher on this list.
Every company on this list has earned
my enmity in my long career of playing
video games. Some more so than
others, but all of them have qualities
that you want to avoid whenever you
have a choice in the matter. Torture
should probably be on all of the official
letterhead. And, just in case you didn’t
notice, just about every game I’ve ever
talked about for this column has been
made by a company on this list of
shame. What should that tell you?
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of Gaming
Insurrection. She can be reached by email at
lyndseyh@gaminginsurrection.com

Some favorites never made it past the turn of the century
MASCOTS, from PAGE 17
Character: Sonic the Hedgehog
Who he represents?: Sega
First release: 1990 — Sonic the
Hedgehog
Last release: 2014 — Sonic Boom:
Shattered Crystal and Sonic Boom:
Rise of Lyric
We really want to put the poor
animal out of his misery, but Sega
keeps resurrecting Sonic and trying to recreate the magic that they
found in the first two entries of
the series. Sonic now has more
bad games than he does good, and
that’s a terrible sentence no one
has ever wanted to write about a
game-changer like Sonic. The point
where things started going downhill? When Sega decided to introduce lock-on technology and abandoned good development practices
for Sonic games. Suddenly, Sonic
was no longer competition for the
juggernaut that is Mario. When
the question asked isn’t “Are there
more Sonic games coming in the
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future?” but is “Are the Sonic games
coming in the future ever going to
restore his former glory?” you have
a problem.
Character: Master Chief
Who he represents?: Microsoft
First release: 2001 — Halo: Combat Evolved
Last release: 2014 — Halo: The
Master Chief Collection
Master Chief is a relative newcomer on the scene but he’s got his
fans and the numbers to prove that
he belongs in the same conversation as Mario or Pokémon in terms
of cultural relevancy or units sold.
Master Chief and the Halo series
singlehandedly put Microsoft on its
shoulders and carried it to legitimacy in terms of being a major
player in the console wars of the
early part of the decade. Without
the character and a stunningly
good game or two, the Xbox would
never have taken off as much as it
did if it solely relied on Xbox Live.
In fact, we’d venture to say that

there would be no PlayStation Network to rival it without Halo.
Character: Crash Bandicoot
Who he represents?: Sony
First release: 1996 — Crash Bandicoot
Last release: 2010 — Crash Bandicoot Nitro Kart 2
Crash Bandicoot is a strange animal, and we’re not talking about
the real-life creature that gives its
name to the video game character.
For years, Sony would never really claim the series as its formal
mascot. Even today, Crash is not
considered the original PlayStation
console mascot. However, he sold
ALOT of systems for Sony as an
exclusive, and he was the character
touted as the “face” of the upstart
console maker when the first system was released in 1995. Morphing
from a platformer to a kart racer
also lends an air of weird to the series. The move was made primarily to combat super popular Mario
Kart, but let’s be honest: Nothing is

going to ever dethrone Mario Kart
as the go-to kart
racer. Ever. There
has been talk
every few years
that the series will
make a comeback,
but considering
it’s gone multiplatform and the
original creators (Andy Gavin and
Jason Rubin, formerly of Naughty
Dog) no longer have a stake in the
series, the chances of that happening are slim to none.

Let’s be honest: Nothing
is going to ever dethrone
Mario Kart as the go-to kart
racer. Ever.

Character: Gex
Who he represents?: 3DO
First release: 1994 — Gex
Last release: 1999 — Gex 3: Deep
Cover Geko
Anyone remember Gex? Anyone? I
do. He was a wise-cracking anthropomorphic gecko, a real lizard-type
creature, that spouted one-liners
and hopped and bopped his way
onto multiple systems with at least

three games. None of the games
were particularly mind-blowing,
but they had a certain amount of
charm that made them excellent
play-and-throwaways. And, the
ridiculously priced 3DO benefited
immensely from games that made
sense. Gex was decent but nothing
most people would bother remembering. If you wanted a non-Mario
or Sonic-related platformer at the
time, this is what you were going
to settle for. Except for the fact that
there were great platformers out,
too, like Earthworm Jim. Gex didn’t
really stand a chance against that
type of competition, not with the
hype given to EJ.

retro game corner
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Transformers
Dreamworks Pictures, 2007
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Transformers lands in uneven debut

L

et’s get one thing clear from the beginning: We at GI are not huge fans of the
Transformers. Yes, we watched the
original cartoon from the 1980s, and
yes, we know the difference between
an Autobot and a Decepticon. However, we
did not revere the creatures who have more
than meets the eye going on. Really, the
only reason why we even bothered going to
see the original film was because a certain
former GI editor made demands. So, we
indulged. It was not exactly the most fun two
hours we’ve suffered through, but it wasn’t a
total wash, either.
Transformers takes itself seriously, we’ll
give it that. It’s based off of the original
cartoon about the warring robots, but it tries
hard to downplay its cartoon roots. With
Michael Bay as the director, you know what
you’re probably going to get: Lots of loud
explosions and maybe some exposition that
refers to the source material. Or maybe not.
In this case, there are references such as
Sam Witwicky and most of the Transformers’
names. But there’s this uncomfortable pall
cast over everything that signals a struggle to
be Transformers yet not be Transformers at
the same time. It’s as if Bay wants to use the
name to lure in old heads who love the franchise, but he doesn’t want to tread too much
in the realm of giant talking robots who
take the forms of common everyday objects
because just who could believe that? While
the premise is a bit much, you can take it
because you more than likely took it back in
the day when Transformers was still a thing.
Pushing the film along is the extensive use
of live-action mixed with CGI. The mix is
decent and mostly seamless, and it’s handled
well. Usually, CGI and live action do not mix
well at all, but this is well done enough that
it’s not distracting. The acting is hit or miss,
but the humor more than makes up for the
stilted nature of the film. And while the acting is a little wooden, the chemistry between
Shia LeBeouf and Megan Fox is obvious and
welcome. It’s more than obvious that these
kids got together at some point during the
making of the film, so it helps that it comes

HOW WE GRADE

We score the properties in three categories: Casting
(or voice acting in cases of animated), plot and simi
larities to its source material. Each category receives
points out of the maximum of 10 per category and
30 overall. The percentage is the final score.

out in their scenes together.
While it manages to get some things correct, Transformers does miss a few beats.
Firstly, it’s a tad too long. It’s nice to have the
military realism in the film because you’re
going to want to know exactly what the
government is doing throughout the film. But
the film drags in too many places and that’s
one of the them. Secondly, it’s a little hard
to figure out and keep up with the different
Transformers, especially because while some
of them look exactly like their original series
counterpart, some do not (i.e. Megatron and
Starscream). Though Optimus Prime is voiced
by the immeasurable Peter Cullen (again!),
it’s hard to follow what’s going on when
you’re constantly trying to figure out who’s
a Deception and who’s an Autobot. Some of
the lesser characters feel a little throwaway.
Lastly, it’s a Michael Bay film so some of the
logic is missing and you’re tasked with making spurious leaps in logic that assume you
watched the original show religiously. Not
everyone did, and that’s a terrible assumption to make. And what bothers us the most
about that is, parts of the movie deviate from
the show and the comics.
While it has its share of problems ranging
from too much going on to too much deviation from source material, Transformers
isn’t that bad. Just make sure you that you do
know the difference between an Autobot and
a Decepticon before you sit down to watch.

6.8
Casting: 8.5
Writing: 6
Like the comics?: 6
Total: 20.5/30 or 6.8

L

isten, there comes a time in the entertainment business that things (i.e.
songs, movies, art) will be remade.
And we will have to live with it. Just
because something is a classic, that
doesn’t mean it’s sacred and off limits. No,
this is Hollywood. Land of the movie stars,
mega rich and lack of creativity so distinct
that it is often duplicated and imitated
worldwide. Hollywood knows nothing about
creativity and originality so, inevitably,
there will be a remake or reboot of a franchise where multiple people have played the
same role over the course of several movies. Let’s take, for example, Batman. The
Caped Crusader has been played by numerous people yet remains popular. So, with
the passing of the torch by the latest to step
into the iconic tights — Christian Bale to Ben
Affleck — there’s been a frenzy of criticism
surrounding the casting. Justified and unjustified, you might say.
I’ll admit, I’m not exactly seeing Affleck
in the dual role. I get his sex appeal and his
acting chops. He’s got all of that and then
some to spare, but he doesn’t exactly jump
out at me as the perfect Bruce Wayne and
Batman. But, in fact, history shows that the
first actor to bring Batman to life — Michael
Keaton — faced the same sort of scrutiny.
And what do you know? He just happened to
weigh in on the situation:
“My guess is he’s a smart guy. I don’t know
Ben, but he’s been around long enough to
see all this stuff happen,” Keaton said. “My
guess is he’s laughing [at the criticism], he’s
laughing and I hope he’s going, ‘Shut up!’”
And that about sums up my feelings on the
matter.
Now, full disclosure, I love Keaton as an
actor. I really do, and I loved him as Batman. I’m just old enough to remember the
hype surrounding the original movie and to
remember not being allowed to see it without an adult present. But I don’t remember

See STRIP TALK, PAGE 25
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Cowboy Bebop
Brandon Beatty

OTAKU CORNER

T

Tenchi Vol. 5 provides
enjoyable escapades

enchi, Tenchi, Tenchi. As a college-aged otaku,
I remember when Tenchi and company graced
Cartoon Network’s airwaves in 2000 when I had
my first experience with harem anime, a kind
of compromise that gave Toonami’s male and
female viewers what they wanted without sacrificing the focus of that block. A young high school guy
loved by an alien space pirate, two alien princesses, a
mad-yet-chibi-sized genius and a tanned space detective that would give Inspector Gadget a serious run for
his money, plus new daily chances for adventure? I
was sold. Now an older and more mature otaku, I look
back on my love for Tenchi and thought “Yeah, it’s
that time for Otaku Corner to experience Tenchi Muyo
once more.”
Written and drawn by Hitoshi Okuda and published
by Viz Media, Point and Shoot has Tenchi, Ryoko,
Ayaka, Sasami, Washu and Mihoshi doing their
usual: having fun while at the same time getting
themselves out of some crazy mishap. This starts
with celebrating Mamemaki (traditional Japanese
demon-fighting ceremony), during which whoever
hits Tenchi dressed up as a demon is boss for a day.
Ryoko goes all out to win (let’s say she has deep plans
for Tenchi), and nearly destroys home and occupants
alike. This ends with Sasami winning for the sake of
world peace.
Next, the gang finds out that Sasami has a special
guardian assigned to her by the King of Jurai and
must help her remain in Sasami’s grade level. Also,
the gang gets a little exercise in babysitting thanks to
a mishap that involves a variety of books, a photo album of Tenchi at age 3, bio-medical equipment from
outer space, and Mihoshi’s clumsiness. Her clumsiness results in the running of pint-sized Tenchis that
must be caught before permanent damage is done to
Tenchi and the frail fabric of time and space. Ryoko
gets some focus in the last two chapters as she is
taught a lesson in moderate drinking by Tsunami
(Sasami’s protective spirit), who also awards her with
a year’s supply of sake for helping with expenses
and dueling with a self-proclaimed “king of revolving sushi.” She wins by using slight-of-hand tactics
but ultimately must undertake a fishing expedition
outside of Japan for three months or until the next
volume.
Point and Shoot continues the same Tenchi formula
used in previous manga editions and the anime:
great story and artwork with a mix of comedy and
learning crucial life lessons. As always, Okuda-san
never skips a beat or overuses his characters in
scenes to gain attention. To me, that’s always a sign
of great animators, comic artists and writers who
know how to get the reader’s attention without being too focused on selling x number of volumes in
a series. Viz Media gets credit as always since they
stayed true to Tenchi Muyo, thanks to the excellent
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work of English adaptation and translation from
Fred Burke and Lillian Olsen. Credit should also go to
Shaenon Garrity for taking the helm of series editor.
She shows that Tenchi is a major staple in her anime
experience and presents strong female lead characters who are not present during the early days of
manga and anime.
The All-New Tenchi Muyo! Volume 5: Point and
Shoot is another piece of manga goodness that hits
all the right chords without being too serious. Any
veteran otaku or budding novice SHOULD have this
manga and its anime counterparts in their collection or at least watch and read a few volumes. Now,
if you will excuse me, I have a dessert date with a
fellow connoisseur during which carrot cake will be
consumed. Don’t judge me.
Brandon Beatty is editor-at-large of Gaming
Insurrection. He can be reached by email at
brandonb@gaminginsurrection.com

Series: Cowboy Bebop
Episodes: 1 to 13
Premise: A bounty hunter crew featuring a former syn
dicate member, Spike Spiegel; a
con artist, Faye Valentine; a retired
police detective who pilots a ship
named Bebop, Jet Black; a genius
child hacker, Ed; and a genius dog,
Ein, travels around space in the year
2071 in search of their next bounty
that will put the food on the table.
They also have their own agendas
and pasts that come back to haunt
them or help them during the course
with Lyndsey
of their travels.
Hicks
Is it worth watching?: If you
consider the fact that Cowboy Bebop is near-universally
considered in the top five anime series ever created, the an
swer is yes. There’s drama, action, perfect voice acting and a
history that makes you want to delve deeper into the myster
ies of every character in the show. Oh, and the animation is
awesome and the soundtrack is amazing.
Breakout character: By the midpoint of the series, nearly
every character is considered a breakout character. But if we
had to choose, we’d say Ed. She stands out, not because it’s
a mystery as to who Ed is, but more about why Ed is even
involved. She’s weird but there’s reasons for the madness.
Funniest episode: Episode 11, “Toys in the Attic.” The
entire episode revolves around the majority of the crew being
bitten by a venomous blob creature. The crew are stalked and
taken out one by one, leading to hilarity when Ed and Spike
attempt to tackle the mystery of what exactly the blob is and
how it got on the ship in the first place.
Where it’s going?: Every episode up to 13 is a build up of
the characters and their reasons for coming together on the
Bebop. How everyone’s stories intersect and conclude is the
basis for the next 13 episodes. Background stories are more
fleshed out and characters’ motivations from their pasts are
the catalysts for character development.
the strip
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I wonder what’s
in all my gifts?
I should maybe
shake them to
find out?

Woman, are you serious?
Don’t destroy the gifts!
On a more positive note, GI’s
starting a new era. Let’s start
with a bang.

I give up! I won’t shake them.
And, yes, let’s start the year
with a bang. Welcome to the
eighth year of Gaming
Insurrection!

Reboots happen for many reasons
STRIP TALK, from PAGE 23
the criticism Keaton received,
and from what I know, there was
plenty of it. I read about it and my
initial thought was, who cares?
My next thought was, Keaton
made an excellent Batman/Bruce
Wayne so I guess he proved quite
a few folks wrong, didn’t he?
My third thought on the matter,
after reading the interview with
Keaton on Affleck as a choice,
was, why did they ask Keaton? Is
he in charge of casting, because
if he is, that’s news to me. He
doesn’t care and, yet, someone felt

the strip

they had to go there as if it’s the
elephant in the room that no one
is talking about. No one is talking
about it because it’s a non-issue.
Not important. Next.
Here’s my main point: What
does it matter what anyone
thinks, outside of Affleck and studio executives? He’s the one getting paid for putting on the cowl
and cape. They’re the ones risking
two franchises with casting (remember, Superman and Batman
are affected by the next film). All
of the critics in the world aren’t
necessarily the end-all, be-all for
a movie. And, you should never
listen to a film critic, anyhow. It’s

all subjective in the first place and
how someone feels about a movie
could change with the next human over.
This is what I want you, the
reader, to take from this: Make up
your own mind and don’t rely on
someone else’s thoughts to determine what you like and don’t like.
Because, as I like to say all of the
time, you aren’t the one cutting
the check or depositing it, either.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief
of Gaming Insurrection. She can be
reached by email at
gicomics@gaminginsurrection.com
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MARVEL CHARACTER HIGHLIGHT

Name: Clint Barton
Aliases: Captain America, Golden Archer, Goliath, Ronin
Affiliation: The Avengers, S.H.I.E.L.D., Defenders, Great
Lakes Avengers, New Avengers, Secret Avengers, Thun
derbolts, West Coast Avengers, Wild Pack, World Counterterrorism Agency
Special abilities: Despite having no super powers,
Hawkeye is at the peak of human conditioning. He has a
vast amount of strength, is a grandmaster archer and is
extremely efficient in acrobatics, hand-to-hand combat
and weaponry.
Background: After losing his parents in a car accident at
an early age, Hawkeye joined the circus with his brother,
Barney. During his time living with the circus, he was
trained as a master-level archer by Swordsman and Trick
Shot. After leaving that particular circus, he joined other
traveling carnival outfits until he saw Iron Man/Tony Stark
in action. He wanted to become a costumed superhero
but was accused of theft in his first try at adventuring. He
soon met the Black Widow (Natalia Romanova version)
and fell in love with her. Things did not end well between
the two and he later saves Edwin Jarvis, Iron Man/Tony
Stark’s assistant, from a mugging. Through this relation
ship, Clint joined the Avengers in its second incarnation
after being sponsored by Stark.
Clint left and rejoined the Avengers several times and was
reunited with his wife Mockingbird several times. He was
also wiped from existence and killed at least twice, thanks
to his former lover Scarlet Witch.
Relationships: Barney Barton (Trick Shot), brother;
Barbara “Bobbi” Morse (Mockingbird), wife; Janet Pym

(Wasp), lover; Kate Bishop (Hawkeye), mentoree; Natalia
Romanova (Black Widow), lover; Wanda Maximoff (Scar
let Witch), lover; Buck Chisholm (Trick Shot), mentor;
Jacques Duquesne (Swordsman), mentor
First Versus game appearance: Ultimate Marvel vs.
Capcom 3
Appearances in other media: The Marvel super
Heroes (television), Iron Man (television), Fantastic Four
(television), The Avengers: United They Stand (televi
sion), The Super Hero Squad Show (television),
The Avengers: Earth’s Mightiest Heroes
(television), Iron Man: Armored Adven
tures (television), Ultimate SpiderMan (television), Avengers As
semble (television), Marvel Disk
Wars: The Avengers (television),
Iron Man: Rise of Technovore (animated film),
Avengers Confidential: Black Widow & Punisher
(animated film), Thor (film), The Avengers (film),
Avengers: Age of Ultron (film, not yet released),
Spider-Man: The Video Game (video game);
Captain America and the Avengers (video game),
Venom/Spider-Man: Separation Anxiety (video game),
Marvel: Ultimate Alliance (video game), Ultimate Marvel
vs. Capcom 3 (video game), Marvel Super Hero Squad
Online (video game), Marvel: Avengers Alliance (video
game), Marvel Avengers: Battle for Earth (video game),
Marvel Heroes (video game), Lego Marvel Super Heroes
(video game), Marvel Avengers Alliance Tactics (video
game), Disney Infinity: Marvel Super Heroes (video game),
Marvel Universe: LIVE! (theater)

TOP 5 ON THE STRIP — MULTIPLE ROLES EDITION

1

Batman: The Dark Knight has long
been a friend of the big and small screen.
Five actors have stepped into the dual
role: Adam West in the 1966 television
show, Michael Keaton in 1989’s Batman
and 1992’s Batman Returns, Val Kilmer
in 1995’s Batman Forever, George Cloo
ney in 1997’s Batman and Robin, and
Christian Bale in the Dark Knight trilogy
of films from 2005 to 2012.
26

2

Superman: At least six men have
played the iconic superhero in televi
sion and film roles. Starting with
George Reeves in 1951, the role was
then taken the big screen by Christo
pher Reeve in four films from 1978 to
1987, then television by Dean Cain in
1993 and Tom Wellington in 2001, and
back to film by Brandon Routh in 2006
and Henry Cavill in 2013.

3

Spider-Man: There have only been
two actors to suit up as the friendly
neighborhood wall-crawler: Tobey
Macguire for three outings in 2002,
2004 and 2007; and Andrew Garfield
in two films in 2012 and 2014.

4

The Joker: Batman’s arch nemesis has
only appeared three times but each time
has been memorable, film or television.
Caesar Romero originated the role of the
maniacal clown prince of crime with the
television version of Batman also star
ring Adam West. Jack Nicholson took
over the role opposite Michael Keaton in
1989’s Batman, Mark Hamill has voiced
the Joker for Batman: The Animated
Series and Heath Ledger posthumously
won an Oscar for his portrayal in The
Dark Knight.

5

The Hulk: Four actors have portrayed
the unstable Dr. Bruce Banner and
his counterpart, the Incredible Hulk.
Bodybuilder Lou Ferrigno played the
Hulk while Bill Bixby played the good
doctor in the live action television
version first. Hulk moved to the silver
screen and was first portrayed by Eric
Bana, then Ed Norton and finally, Mark
Ruffalo.
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